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Gom puti ng-Cou nter Measu rement Systems
Automated measurements and data processing don't necessarily require

a computer. Sysfems based on the HP computing counter and a new programmer
have computer capabil ities buf lower-than-computer cosfs.

By David Martin

Ir rnn HISToRy oF THE ART AND scIENcE oF MEASURE-
rvrnNr could be viewed as a sequence of ages, the current
one would have to be called the Age of Automation. Sys-
tems are everywhere, performing with varying degrees of
automation a variety of functions that used to be drudgery
for human beings.

The most automated systems have digital computers as
system controllers. In these systems, automated measure-
ments are only a beginning. The computer can be and
usually is programmed to perform arithmetic operations
to reduce the raw measured data to the most advantage-
ous form for its ultimate use.

Computing-counter systems are a new type of low-cost
computerized instrumentation system. These systems have
no computer as such, but instead are built around the
HP 53604 Computing Counterl, an instrument which is
part computer and part digital measuring instrument. Like
computerized systems, computing-counter systems have
the ability to make measurements automatically and per-
form arithmetic operations on the measured data, all un-
der program control. True, these systems don't have the
'horsepower' of a computefized system. They are, how-
ever, simple to operate, they have precision measurement
capability, and because they contain no computer, their
cost in a given application may be much less than a com-
puterized system designed for the same application.

Fig. 1 is the basic block diagram of a computing-coun-
ter system. The arithmetic unit of the computing counter
provides the mathematical functions add, subtract, multi-
ply, and divide. The instrument part of the computing
counter is called the measurement section.

Programmability is provided by a new instrument,
Model 5376A Programmer, which also acts an an inter-
face between the computing counter and other instru-
ments or peripheral devices.* The programmer has

outputs for time synchronization, delay generation, and
integration with the outside world to make a practical,
working, measurement system. Most programmer capa-
bilities are plug-in options. Thus the system configuration
can be tailored to fit exactly the requirements of the appli-
cation. Capabilities not needed are not paid for, but can
be added easily in the field if requirements change. The
programmer is described in detail in the article on page 7.
*The computing counter can also be programmed by its keyboard, Model 5375A (see
Ref,2). For systems use, however, M0del 53764 Programmer offers several advan-
tages: it is rack mountable, it retains its program when the power goes off, it has
a larger program memory, and it has interface facilities.

Cover: Crystal ptating is a
typical process-control ap-
plication for the 5360A Com-
puting Counter and its new
Programmer, Model 53764
(on top of the computing
counter). See page 5 for a
more complete description.
Other applications for the

computing counter and programmer are in data
reduction and statistical analysis.
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Fig. 1. Computing-counter systems, like computerized
syslems, can make measurcments and arithmetically
manipulate the data rcsulting trom the measurements, all
under program control. Applications arc in data rcduc-
tion, statistical analysis, process contrcl.

Measurement Capabilities
By itself, the computing counter measures frequencies

between 0.01 Hz and 320 MHz directly, with ll-digit
precision. It can also measure the time between two
events to a resolution of 100 picoseconds, about the
time it takes light to travel one inch. Its precision is of an
order matched only by the most complex of systems,
and is the result of making its arithmetic capability an
inherent part of its measurement functions.

With an appropriate signal conditioning unit to convert
the physical quantity being measured to a form compati-
ble with the computing counter's measurement section,
other kinds of measurements can also be made. Tempera-
ture, for example, can be measured with microdegree
resolution. Phase, inductance, resistance, and other quan-
tities can be measured by indirect techniques, using the
arithmetic capability of the system.

Addition of other instruments to the system, using the

programmer as an interface device, greatly extends the
measurement capability of the system. Fitted with its op-
tional digital input/output facilities, t}le programmer can
control many kinds of HP digital instruments and receive
data from them. The digital I/O might be used, for ex-
ample, to add a digital voltmeter to the system. Digital
output is also useful for recording results using a digital
printer or other peripheral device.

Another programmer option, a two-channel analog
output, can be used to record data on X-Y plotters. Ana-
log output can also serve as a feedback control signal in
process-control applications.
Programs

Programs are written in the machine language of the
computing-counter system. This language is well docu-
mented and easy to learn. Programs are implemented by
diode arrays or punched card, both of which act as read-
only memories, retaining their programs when power is
turned off or lost.

The maximum program memory is 200 steps long-
short by computer standards. However, the machine
language is quite efficient so the memory capacity is
sufficient for most applications for which this type of sys-
tem is suited.

Fig. 2 is a photograph of a typical system.
Computing-Gounter Systems

There are three principal categories of applications for
computing-counter systems :
I data reduction
I statistical analysis
I process control.

Here are several examples.

F)g. 2. A new modular systems
prcgrcmmer, Model 5376A, is
the cornerctone of computing-
counter systems. l t  is pto-
grammed by plug-in diodes or
by punched card. Details arc
in the article on page 7.



Data Reduction

A good example of the data-reduction capability of
computing-counter systems is the area of nonlinear sys-
tems analysis. Most transducers are to some extent non-
linear. By determining the transducer transfer function
y-f(x), measuring the transducer output x, and pro-
gramming the computing-counter system to solve for f(x),
a direct readout of the transducer input can be obtained.

For a specific example, take the measurement of boron
concentration. Boron concentration gives a measure of
the rate of reaction of an atomic reactor. A transducer is
available which produces an output frequency dependent
upon the boron concentration. Fig. 3 shows its transfer
function. Programmed to solve the equation of this func-
tion, the computing-counter system becomes a 'boron-

meter,' displaying boron concentration in real time. The
transfer function need not even be known. Given sample
coordinates, a computer program is available that can
calculate the transfer function that best fits the coordi-
nates over any given range. Logarithmic, exponential,
square-law and polynomial functions up to eighth order
can be handled by this program.3

where r is the averaging time for each frequency sample
fr .

Fig. 4 illustrates the kind of results this measurement
gives-a complete charactefization of the frequency
instabilities of the source in the time domain.

Equally simple to implement is a program to measure
FM deviation. Average carrier frequency and peak devi-
ation above and below the average can be measured.
The flow diagram of this program is shown in Fig. 5. It
consumes 79 steps of the 200 available.

Fig. 4. Shorf-lerm stability ot an oscillator. The comput-
ing-countet system can be programmed to make the fre-
quency measutements and perlorm the computations
needed to obtain a dircct rcadout ol olvt.

The program consists of making a series of mea-
surements fi of the frequency-modulated signal and
computing

the average carrier frequency. The number of measure-
ments N is determined by the setting of one of the
front-panel thumbwheel switch assemblies of the pro-
grammer. Typically, N would be set at 1000. The
program also compares each frequency fi with maximum
(f-,*) and minimum (f-i") values stored in registers in
the programmer. These registers are updated if fi exceeds
the previously stored value. After N measurements the
quantities stored in these registers represent the maxi-
mum and minimum frequency excursions of the signal.
The program automatically displays the average fre-
quency and the peak deviation above and below the aver-
age. It typically takes, including the measurements, less
than ten seconds.

Another example in the area of statistical analysis is
the measurement of integral nonlinearity. This quantity
gives a meaningful measure of the amount of nonlinearity
in analog devices such as volfage-controlled and FM

,"r:#r!r rr,

Fig. 3. fransducer transler lunction relating boron con-
centration to trcnsducet output ttequency. Computing-
counter system can solve this equation and display boron
co nce ntr ati on di rectly, I i ke a' boro nmete r.'

Statistical Analysis

Standqrd deviation is a frequently used statistical quan-
tity. Programming the computing-counter system to
determine the standard deviation of a number of meas-
urements is a simple matter. Probably more meaningful
where frequency measurements are concerned, however,
is the Allan variance.4 This is a specially modified form
of standard deviation which provides a direct measure of
the fractional frequency deviation or short-term stability
of a frequency source. The Allan variance is defined as
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Fig. 5. Flow diagram ol ptogtam lot computing-counter
system to arrive at average lrequency and peak devia-
tions of a f rcquency modulated signal.

oscillators, voltage-to-frequency converters, transducers,
and so on. For a voltage-controlled oscillator, the inte-
gral nonlinearity is illustrated by Fig. 6.

The equipment setup to make such a measurement is
shown in Fig. 7. The computing-counter system gener-
ates a voltage stimulus, which here is a staircase, under
program control. At each voltage step the voltage Xi
and the frequency Yi are measured. From the voltage

Fig. 6, lntegtal nonl inearity of a voltage-control led
osci l lator.

Fig, 7, Conputing-counter system to measure integral
nonlinearity.

measurement Xi and the equation of the reference line,
the nominal frequency Y,o,ni is computed. Then AYi-
Yi  -Yno, , i  is  ca lculated.  The maximum AY,,^ ,  and
minimum AY,,,iu of all the AY1 are retained. From these
values, the integral nonlinearity is computed and dis-
played directly in percent.

The system can also be programmed, of course, to
determine the reference line. Least-squares fit and aver-
age slope are two generally used criteria. A disadvantage
of both these criteria is that all the AY, have to be mea-
sured twice,  once to determine the equat ion of  the
reference line, and second to measure the integral non-
linearity with respect to this reference. This can be
avoided by specifying the reference as that line passing
through the origin and intersecting the curve at the speci-
fied full scale value Y, .

Process Control

Its ability to output digital and analog data under
program control makes the computing-counter system
suitable for process-control applications. These outputs
would normally be used as the feedback or control signals
in such applications.

A typical application where the analog output is used
is in crystal plating. In manufacturing crystal oscillators
and filters the final adjustment in frequency is made by
depositing gold onto the crystal. The heater which con-
trols the gold deposition is in turn controlled by the
analog output voltage. A typical setup is shown in Fig. 8.

The crystal output frequency is continually monitored
by the computing-counter system. The control voltage
generated is proportional to the difierence between the
actual frequency f" and the desired final frequency f". In
practice, to ensure that f" does not overshoot fo, the out-
put voltage would be proportional to the logarithm of
(f" - f") as illustrated by Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Crystal plating system, with computing-countef
system in teedback loop. Counter system contrcls gold
deposition to tune ctystal to ptopet lrequency.

Many More
These examples illustrate the problem-solving capa-

bilities of the computing-counter system-solutions
obtained by virtue of the system's ability to measure and
compute. The list of applications for which the com-
puting-counter system is suited is by no means exhausted
by these few examples, of course.@

Fig. 9, Heatet conttol voltage as a tunction ol ctystal
trequency. Computing-countet system must measurc
crystal frequency and adiust heatet voltage accordingly.
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Programmer Is Key to Gomputing-Counter
Systems

This modular programmer provides programmability
and interface tacilities fo go with the computing counter's

arithmetic and precision measurement capabilities.

By Eric M. Ingman

MnNy MEAsUREMENT SITUATIoNS REeuIne on-line
reduction of digital data on a routine basis. In production
testing, equipment is often operated by semi-skilled per-
sonnel. A computerized system can do on-line data
reduction and can be automatic and easy to operate, but
in many instances the computer would be dedicated to
a straightforward series of arithmetic operations and
much of the complexity and cost of a general-purpose
computer would be wasted. For applications which fit
this pattern, systems based upon the HP 53604 Com-
puting Counter (see article, page 2) may be the answer.

The computing counter has both an arithmetic unit
and a measurement section capable of making precise
measurements of time interval and frequency. Fre-
quency, of course, is a basic and universally measured
parameter. Other parameters, too, such as voltage and
temperature, can often be conveniently digitized by con-
verting to frequency. As a result, most measurement
systems include an electronic counter.

Equipped with its new Model 5376{Programmer, the
computing counter has everything needed in a measure-
ment system. The programmer provides
r means for programming the computing counter, either

by plug-in diodes or by punched card
I as many as six data storage registers
r as many as three thumbwheel switch registers for

manual data entry
I as many as two analog outputs for plotting or process

control
r digital input and output for communication with other

instruments and peripheral devices
r miscellaneous inputs and outputs for synchronrzation,

control, and time-delay generation.

Most of these programmer capabilities come in the
form of plug-in options. A user can optimize the price/
performance ratio of his system by specifying only
the programmer options he needs. All options can be
installed using only a screwdriver, so a system can be
updated or modified at any time without difficulty.

Fig. 1 shows the programmer with the computing
counter and card reader, and Fig. 2 shows the program-
mer options and where they plug into the programmer.

Digital Input and Outpul
Many electronic instruments have digital outputs and

many have remote-control inputs. When the progam-
mer is fitted with its optional digital input/output, such
instruments can be integrated into the computing-
counter system, making them, in effect, plug-ins for the
computing counter. Digital output can also be used for
recording data on a digital printer, tape recorder, or
other peripheral device. There are two I/O connectors,
so two instruments or peripherals can be included in the
system at the same time. Each connector has its own
independent control lines.

The digital I/O option transmits numbers in floating-
point, parallel, {8421 binary-coded-decimal format. It
provides for eleven digits of data plus two digits for
exponent size, sign of number, and sign of exponent.
Other data codes can be accommodated by using special
conversion programs or by special wiring of the input
lines.

There are two modes of data transfer. In one mode
the programmer reads the input lines when it receives a
command from the instrument. If there are two instru-
ments, commands must be received from both before



Fig.1. New HP 5376A Program-
mer (center) is a programming
and inbrtace device for the HP
5360A Computing Counter. To-
gethet the two instruments are
the nucleus of a c/ass of low-
cost progtammable systems
with built-in computet capabil-
ity. Punched-card reader (top)
provides optional prcgramming
method.
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data input occurs. Alternatively, the command from the
instrument can be dispensed with.

To reduce loading and to improve noise immunity all
data input lines have a high impedance and a long time
constant. Logical '1' and'0' levels are defined by refer-
ence voltages and can be anywhere within a relatively
wide range. If a data line is left open the programmer
interprets it as a logical zero; this saves having to ground
unused inputs.

Analog Output
For driving X-Y recorders and plotters, or for pro

Fig.2. Most ptogrcmmet capa-
bilities come as plug-in options,
requiring only a screwdriver to
install. Systems can be tailored
to l i t  the requirements of a
given application, and still be
readily moditied later.

viding stimulus voltages in a measurment system or feed-
back signals in process control, the programmer can have
as many as two separate analog outputs. These outputs
are derived from optional plug-in digital-to-analog con-
verters. Each output has its own program code and can
be addressed individually by the program.

Data enters the D-to-A converter in serial, floating-
point, binary-coded-decimal format. The converter looks
at the exponent and converts the number to fixed-point
form. If the number exceeds the dynamic range of the
converter the output is either full-scale voltage or zero
volts, as appropriate.



Before conversion to analog form, the binary-coded-

decimal numbers are first converted to binary in a BCD-

to-binary converter. This converter drives the switches in

a conventional 10-bit binary resistor ladder network

which does the final conversion to a bipolar analog volt'

age. The final converter is a thin-film hybrid circuit con-

taining the switches and thin-film resistor ladder network

in one package.

Manual Data Enlry

Tolerances, l imits, and other constants needed in

programs can be entered by means of front-panel

thumbwheel switch registers, another programmer

option. There can be as many as three of these registers.

They can enter positive or negative numbers in floating-

point form, each number consisting of five digits plus an

exponent from -9 to f9.

Extra Storage Registers

In the computing counter are three registers that are

used for accumulating measured data and two registers

that are available for storing data and intermediate results

of programs. Complex programs may require more stor-

age registers. The programmer can provide as many as

six additional registers. All are optional and they come in

pairs, two registers on a plug-in printed-circuit board.

Lamps and External Control

On the front panel of the programmer are two lamps

which are under program control. They are useful for

such things as alerting operators or indicating whether

a device has passed or failed a test. Rear-panel elec-

trical outputs indicate whether the lamps are on or off.

The lamps and outputs are standard, not optional.

Also standard is a rear-panel connector at which

several outputs are available. There are four lines which

carry signals to control external devices. Sixteen differ-

ent codes can be generated under program control and

carried by these lines. Two other lines indicate whether

the two front-panel lamps are on or off. Another output

is a synchronization signal for the control of system

timing.
Along with these outputs, several input lines are also

available at the same connector. There are remote hold-

off inputs useful in time-delay generation and in system

timing, and remote inputs for selecting program starting

addresses.

Programming

Computing-counter systems are easy to program. Pro-

gramming consists of listing the type and sequence of

instructions that will cause the system to perform a given

task, and then entering these instructions into the pro-

grammer using either plug-in diodes or a punched card.

Each instruction is expressed by a two-digit octal

number, or OP-code. When diode programming is used,

the OP-code corresponding to each instruction is 'hard-

wired' into a small diode package by clipping leads off

the package, as shown in Fig. 3. These diode packages

are then plugged into program boards. The position of a

package on the board determines when the correspond-

ing instruction will be executed in the program (i.e., its

address).
Each program board can hold 40 diode packages. One

board is supplied with the programmer, and four more

are optional. Thus the system can have a capacity of

200 program instructions. Some operations require more

than one instruction, so programs will normally have

m
oP€ode7l  

' l  
t

m
7 7 0P{ode77

m
5 C OP-Cod"+S

Fig. 3. When diode prcgtam-
ming is  used ( ra ther  than
punched card) ,  p rogram in -
st/uctions are coded by clip-
ping leads ott diode packages
which are then plugged into
prcgram boards as shown. Pro-
grammet comes with one 40-
instruction prcgram board and
can accommodate tour more.



53764 PROGRAI4MING FORM 5376A PROGRAMMING FORM
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Fig. 4. Program tor the FM deviation application described on page 4.

fewer than 200 distinct operations.
Within the 200 instructions there can be as many as

ten independent programs. The program to be run is
determined by the f ront-panel  START ADDRESS
switch, or by remote control.

Punched-card programming requires the optional card
reader. Each card can hold 160 instructions and as manv
as eight independent programs.

The two methods of programming-diode and card-
have compatible codes. A program can be checked and
easily altered using the card reader and then permanently
entered using the plug-in diodes. Punched-card program-
ming is also useful when many different programs are to
be run at different times, as mieht be the case in a lab-
oratory environment.

Once programs have been entered they can be checked
in one of two ways. First, to check that the diodes have
been plugged in correctly or the card punched in the
right spots, the program can be stepped through man-
ual ly  and each program code and i ts  corresponding
address displayed. Second, to troubleshoot the program,
the contents of the x register can be displayed after each
instruction as the program runs.

Filty-six lnslructions

The programmer has a repertoire of 56 OP-codes, or
instructions. These can be divided into five groups. In
the table on page 11, x, y, z, sqs, pi, int, and data o
refer to registers (including the thumbwheel switch reg-
isters) or their contents.

Program Example

Fig. 4 is the program for the FM deviation measure-
ment described on page 4. It contains 79 instructions.
The programmer options required in this system are

one thumbwheel switch assembly
one program board (two boards total)
one storage register card.
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Instruction Repertoire, HP 5376A Programmer

A. ARITHMET]C

Inslruclion OP-Code Descriplion
+ 52  xey+x ,  yex ;  o ld  y  los t
- 53 xey-x, yex; old y lost
X 57 xex.y, yex; zey; old z lost
+  56  x<-y /x ,y+x ,ze?]  o ld  y ,  z  los t
2x 64 xe2x; old x lost
10x 5.1 xelox; old x lost
1llxl 54 xe1,/lxl, yex; old y lost
VX 45 x+}f;, sqsex; old x, y, z lost

x/1O 74 xex/'10; old x lost

B. REGISTER TRANSFER
Inslruction OP-Code Descriplion

yex 65 Exchange the contents ot the x and y registers,
zex 75 Exchange the contents ot the x and z registers.

pi-x 70 Exchange the contents oI the plug-in register and the x
register.

inl=x 61 Exchange the contents of the internal and x regisler.
sqsex 60 Exchange the contenis of the sqs and x register.

data Oev 71 Exchange the contents of the designated data register
(H,a,b,c,d) and the x register. The OP-code tollowing
7l identif ies one of the optional storage registers (0-5),
thumbwhee l  sw i tch  reg is te rs  (6 ,7 ,8 ) ,  d ig i ta l - to -ana log
converters (a,b), or serial-to-parallel converters (c,d),

x | 67 yex; old y lost.

z 77 y+x, x<-z; old y lost.
x l

sqs 62 yex, xesqs; old y lost.

t
data O 73 y+x, xedata ( ); old y lost.

x ,
/

int 63 yex, xeint; old y losl.
x l

pi 72 yex, x+pi; old y lost.
x l
v'

C. READOUT AND GENERAL CONTROL
lnstruclion OP-Code Descriplion
DISPLAY x 50 x displayed; no register changed.
LAN,IP 1
LAMP 2

04 Turn on front-panel l ight #1.
14 Turn on tront-panel l ight #2

LAMP OFF 05 Turn out the l ights on the front panel. (This is automati-

EXT 0

cally preterred when the reset button on the counter is
Dushed.)

12 Output O on four l ines to control ext. device. Negative
logic. ( ) can be 0-9, a, b, c, d, e, f. Outpul is stored. A
strobe line is provided for clocking this 4-l ine code into
an external register. A holdoff l ine is provided (negative)
to hold this step unti l an external result is accomplished.

07 Dummy statement.
00  Miss ing  ins t ruc t ion  s ign i f ies  end o t  p rogram,  causes

automatic return to starting address on front panel selec-
tor switch.

46 Runs counter in self check mode. Calls self check sub-
program in mainframe,

47 Runs counter  in  ca l ib ra te  mode.  Ca l ls  ca l ib ra te  sub-
program in mainframe. Successive calls are required
to display calibration.

D. LOOPING AND BBANCHING
Instruction OP-Code Description
lf x<0 10 lf x register <0 (>0), then do next statement, otherwise
lf x>0 11 skip to the following instruction.
cO SUB O O 0 13 Go to the subroutine starting at address 0 0 O. The

least significant digit of the address is given first. Used
in conjunction with return.

RETURN
G o r o o o ( )
CLEAR x
CLEAR xyz
CLEAR data

'15 Jump back to the statement following go sub ( ) O ( ).
17 Jump to ( ) ( ) ( ). Least significant digit f irst.
66 Clear the x register.
76 Clear the x, y, z registers.
16 Clear all optional registers.

E. MEASUREMENT AND CONSTANTS
Inslruclion OP-Code Description
PLUG lN 43 Carry out the measurement program located in the plug-

42 in, module A, module B respectively.
41

20 Constants are entered least significant digit f irst. There
21 can be up to '11 digits. The decimal point is assumed to
22 occur between the first and second most significant digit.
23 This l loating point constant is followed by a two-digit
24 code giving the sign of the number, the sign ol the expo-
25 nent, and the exponent, which can range from 0 to 31.
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

MOD A
MOD B
Numbers

0
1
2

4
5
6
7
8
9

b
c
d

e

t

CONTINUE
END

SELF CHECK

CALIBRATE
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Speciflcatlons apply only when the 5376A Systems Programmer is us€d
with the 53604 Computing Counl€r.

DESCRIPTION: Th€ 53764 Systoms Programm€r is a programming de-
vlce lor the 5360A Computing Counter, When programmed, the 5376A
enables th€ 5360A to solve equations, where measurements mado by lhe
53604 and/or a peripheral digital instrument are the variables. and dis-
play tha solution in real time.

PROGRAM MEMONY
TYPE: Read-only memory by diodes (see Option 003) or an IBM card

(see Optlon 008).
CAPACITY: Diodss-to 200 program steps maximum in 40 step incre-

ments. The basic 53764 ls provided wlth 40 program steps. tBM
Card-l60 Program Steps.

STARTING ADDRESS: The starting address ot a program is detin€d
by setting ot the START ADDRESS switch on the 5376A front panet.
At completlon, the program automatically returns to the starting
address and rscycles through lt again. The START ADDRESS switch
allows up to 10 indspendenl programs, each 20 stops long, to be
installed (8 independent programs with IBM card).
wlth the srART ADDRESS at EXT, this switch is remotely pro-
grammable via a 4 line digltal code applied to the rear panel AUX-
ILIARY INPUT-OUTPUT connsctor.

FLAGS 1 & 2: Can be turnsd on or olt under program control. Parallel
€lectrlcal outputs ars provld€d from the AUXILIARY INPUT-OUTPUT
connector.

STORAGE MEMOFY: 13 bit read-writ€ lC shift 169isters. See Option 005
tot dslalls.

OPERATING TEilPERATURE: 0'C to +50'C.

POWER: 115 V or  230 Y +10o/" ,50 to 400 Hz,  70 W with a l l  opt ions
includ€d.

DII IENSIONS: 16Y+ In wide,  3r%z in h lgh,  16% in deep.

WEIGHT: Nst 21 lbs, shipping 25 lbs, 10 oz.

PRICE: $1,350.00 (includes 1 Opt. 003,40 stop program board).

OPTION 001: lNlTlAL THUMBWHEEL SWITCH ASSEMBLY
Used tor manual sntry of numerical date,
NUMBER CAPACITY: =9.9999 x 1oce.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 5376A

Syslems Programmer

nscted simultaneously.
maxtmum manrssa.

PBICE: 3600.00.

OPTIOI{ 004: PROGRAM DIODES
Provldes 22 addltlonal program diode arrays.
PRICE: t05.00

OPTION 005: nEGISTER CARD
One Optlon 005 rsglster card contains two volalils read-write slorags

registers for the storage of num6rical constants or intermediate rosults
of a program.

STORAGE REGISTER CAPACITY: Any number in tho range :Ll x10-31
lo +9.999 999 999x10+3r. Up to three Opilon 005 register cards can
bs installed.

PRICE: 3200.00 €ach.

OPTION 006: DIGITAL-ANALOG COI{VERTER
DESCRIPTION: The digital-analog converters provide an analog out-

put of digital intormatlon slored In tho 5360A-53764 syst6m.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE: *9.99 volts to -9.99 volts.
RESOLUTION: 0.01 volt.
ACCURACY: 0,2o/o ot tull scals at 25'C.
SLEW RATE: <20 ms/volt.
LOAD CURRENT: 2 mA max.
TEMPERATURE DRIFT: 1 mV/'C.

Up to two digital-analog converters can be Installod.
PRICE: 3500.00 erch.

OPTION 007: PARALLEL DIGITAL INPUT-OUTPUT
Allows digltal data stored ln tho 5360A-5376A to be output or exlernal

dlgltal data to bs put into the 5360A-5376A System.
DIGITAL OUTPUT

TYPE: Parallel 8421 bcd, 1 stats posltive. '0'state +0.3 V typical,
'1' state +5 V typlcal.

FORMAT: Elsvsn dlgit mantlssa maximum, mantlssa slgn, exponent,
€xponenl  s ign.  Any number l rom +1x10-31 to +9.999999999

x1o+tr can be output. Prlnt commands, hold-ofls, roference levelg
ere compatible wiih the HP 50508 Digltal Recorder.

DIGITAL INPUT
TYPE: Same as Digl ta l  Output .  '1 's tato must d i t fer  l rom '0 's tato

by at loast 4.5 V but no mors than 50 V.
FORMAT; Same as Digital Output.

Dual capablllty is provlded, l.€. dual dlgital output and dual digital
input can bo obtalned. In addltion, both Inputs and outputs can b€ con-

FORMAT: Number is fixed point wlth 5 dlglt
mantissa sign, exponent and exponent sign.

PRIGE: $275.00

OPTION 002: ADDITIONAL THUMBWHEEL SWITCH ASSEMBLIES
Same spocificatlons as Option 001. Up to two Option 002 assomblies

can bo installsd.
PRICE: 1150.00 each.

OPTION 003: PROGRAM BOARD
Consists of a program board and 44 diode package arrays. Each

diode package array glves one program step. A program board has a
maximum capacity of 40 program steps.

Up to four Option 003 program boards can b€ Installed. tncluding the
program board provided with the instrument, this gives a total capacity

OPTION 008: CARD READER
DESCRIPTION: Conslsts of an AMP card-readsr and intertacing clr-

cultry to the 53764 Systsms Programmer. An alternalive program-

mlng m€thod to Optlon 003. Us6s a standard IBM card (7+t in x
3!6 in).

Cards may be preparsd by using tho WRIGHT MANUAL CARD
PUNCH. In addition, many varietles ol motor drlvsn card punchgs

can bs found throughout ths industry (for example IBM 29 Card
Punch).

PRICE: $2,090.00

MANUFACTURING Dlv lSlON! SANTA CLARA Dlv lSlON
5301 Stsvsns Creek Boulevard
Ssnta Clara, California 95050

of 200 steps.
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Measuring Noise And Level On
lnternational Telephone Systems

By Jim Plumb and Jacques Holtzinger

IN couNrnrEs wHERE EcoNoMIc DEVELoPMENT Is A
MAJoR oBJEcTIVE, the need for exchange of information
and ideas is increasing at an extraordinary rate. This
exchange requires good quality telecommunication
channels.

Measurements made to assure quality transmission
of telephone and broadcast equipment include measur-
ing attenuation or gain versus frequency, and measuring
nonlinear distortion. Another important measurement is
noise power or voltage in the telephone circuits.

Noise Sources in a Transmission System
In telephone and high quality audio or video trans-

mission systems, besides the traditional amplifier noise,
thermal noise and induced ac from power lines or
ripple, some other important disturbing sources of noise

€rre:
t Crosstalk produced by inductive or capacitive cou-

pling between lines in parallel or at junctions, which
can be intelligible, unintelligible or either (babble)

when from a various number of sources.
r Clicks and scratching noise generated by atmospheric

disturbances, autos, neon lights, defective soldered
joints or connections.

I Acoustic noise directly coupled into the telephone sets.
These many sources of noise affect transmission qual-

ity. Evaluating these for the purpose of improving quality
requires an objective measurement with a voltmeter. Two
new instruments have been designed specifically for mea-
surements on telephone systems using CCITT, (Con-

sultative Committee on International Telephone and
Telegraph) standards. (Systems operating on CCITT
standards are outside the U.S. and Canada. Telephone
systems in the U.S. and Canada operate on Bell System
standards.)

These new instruments are the HP Model 3556A
Psophometer, and the HP Model 2364-HlO Telephone
Test Oscillator, Fig. 1. Used together, they are a com-
plete transmission measuring set.

Weighting Filter Curves and Slandards
The disturbance which noise causes to telephone users

depends upon various factors which include the sensi-
tivity of the ear as a function of frequency. Since noise
may be intermittent or continuous, appropriate integra-
tion time of the noise voltage must be defined. A volt-
meter based upon these considerations will make mean-
ingful, comparable measurements. This voltmeter, the
Psophometer, is an apparatus for the objective measure-
ment of circuit noise (in Greek, psophos means noise).

The major difference between the Bell System and
CCITT standards are in the frequency response curves
or weighting curves used to measure commercial tele-
phone and broadcast or program transmission lines, and
in the impedances. Noise interferes with speech trans-
mission in different ways. Telephone transmission quality
also varies from one facility to another. It is necessary,'
then, to use a weighting response curve representing not
only the average frequency response of the handset, tele-
phone line and human ear, but also an average of these
combined different responses.

Tests by the Joint Subcommittee on Development and
Research of the Edison Electric Institute and the Bell
Telephone System determined the appropriate weighting
curves. These tests have been approved by the CCITT,
but di-fferent weights were given to various frequencies.
Thus the weighting curves have slightly difierent con-
figurations (Fig. 2).

With these curves, equalizing networks may be con-
structed so that each component frequency of the voice
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spectrum is attenuated in the same way it appears to be
attenuated by the average ear with the listening test
apparatus.

By using these equalizers with a suitable amplifier,
rectifier and dc meter, it is possible to make an electrical
measurement of the interfering effect of any frequency
or combination of frequencies. The HP Model 35564
Psophometer incorporates these equalizers or weighting
filters and the necessary circuitry to perform such noise
measurements. There is a telephone filter and a program
filter. The telephone filter, used for measurements on
telephone lines, simulates the average frequency response
of the receiver handset and of the human ear for low

Fig.1. The HP Model 236A Opt
H10 Test Oscillator (lett) and
the Model 35564 Psophometer
are designed specilically lor
making measurements on tele-
phone sys tems us ing  CCITT
standards fmosf systems out-
s i d e  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  a n d
C a n a d a ) .

Fig. 2. Charccteilstic curves ot
filter netwotks used lor mea-
su/ements ol telephone circuits.

volume sounds. The program filter is used for measure-
ments on quality program lines for radio broadcasts,
studio-to-transmitter links and TV audio channels.

To determine the amount of noise or tone super-
imposed on a conversation, the Psophometer is calibrated
so that a 800 Hz tone at 0 dBm in a 600 ohm resistance
(1 mW) will produce a meter reading of 0.775 volt
psophometrically weighted.

Noise and Level Measurements
While external noise disturbs the intelligibility of com-

munications, it is not the only factor. Level variations
in transmission also affect intelligibility. Consequently,
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assuring high quality transmission also requires level
measurements. The HP Model 3556A Psophometer
makes both noise and level measurements.

For noise measurements, the HP Model 35564 is a
sensitive and accurate voltmeter/powermeter. In addi-
tion to the two CCITT noise weighting filters there are
two low pass filters; 3 kHz and 15 kHz bandwidth may
be selected for measuring noise on telephone lines and
broadcast channels.

The four filters are built into the instrument and
selected by a lever switch, eliminating the need for
plug-in filters.

Pushbuttons set up circuits to measure either metallic
noise (symmetrical noise voltage or normal mode noise
voltage) and noise to ground (asymmetrical noise voltage
or common mode noise voltage).

Unlike conventional rms-responding thermocouple
meters, the Model 3556A has a fast response to input
changes (200 ms response to impulse noise) to simulate
the response of the human ear..If noise fluctuations make
reading difrcult, the reading can be smoothed by slow-
ing response time to 500 ms with a front panel switch.

For level measurements, the HP Model 35564 is a
broadband voltmeter,/powermeter. The frequency range
covered is 30 I{z to 3 MHz at 75 a impedance for car-
rier level measurements. Bandwidths of 1 kHz to 150
kHz at 600 o and 1 kHz to 600 kHz at 150 o are offered.
Flat response from 2O Hz to 20 k}Iz is also available at
600 o for audio frequency measurements.

To complement the Model 35564 for level measure-
ments (attenuations, gain and crosstalk levels), the
HP 236A-H10 Telephone Test Oscillator is a reference
source with the same flexibilitv.

HP 3556A Psophometer
The Model 35564 consists basically of an input im-

pedance selection network, a range attenuator tied to a
balanced input transformer and input amplifier, select-
able weighting filters and an rms detector. Standard
Siemens input-output connectors are on the front panel
as well as banana type binding posts. The 75 o symmetri-
cal input is of BNC type.

The input impedance network provides the proper
impedance across the input terminals to terminate or
bridge the circuit under test. Inputs are terminated or
non-terminated for 150 and 600 ohm symmetrical, and
for 75 ohm asymmetrical. Non-terminated impedance is
greater than 15 ko symmetrical and 100 ko asymmetri-
cal, assuring that the instrument will not disturb working
telephone circuits.

A symmetrical transformer is used in the input tir
achieve the required frequency response and balance
between each input terminal and ground. As common
mode voltages on a telephone line are sometimes high in
noise-to-ground measurements, a circuit is switched into
the input to provide 40 dB attenuation. In this case, the
side of the line being measured is loaded with 100 ko,
a load that is negligible in these circumstances.

In the hold mode a built-in holding coil simulates an
oft-hook condition and permits holding the line while
noise or level measurements are being made.

The meter always reads dBm directly for 600 o and
150 o impedances. The meter also reads in volts for
600 o and 75 o impedances. Outputs for handsets and
a dc recorder are also included.

The instrument weighs 6,8 kg, and is housed in a
splashproof case for use in the field as well as in the office.
It can be operated from mains power between 90 V and
250 V ac,48Hzto 440 Hz without voltage switching, or
from rechargeable batteries (a dry battery is an option).

HP 236A-H10 Test Oscillator
The Model 236A-HIO Telephone Test Oscillator con-

sists of an oscillator-amplifier, attenuator, power supply,
meter circuit and a selective output circuit. The oscillator
uses a modified Wien bridge network to generate a stable,
low-distortion, sine-wave signal. A peak detector replaces
the classic light bulb, providing a degenerative feedback
voltage to the oscillator circuit to stabilize the output am-
plitude.

A three-step precision attenuator is calibrated to supply

f 10 to -30 dBm in 0.1 dBm steps into the selected out-
put impedances. The output is coupled through trans-
formers to provide a high degree of balance between each
output terminal to ground. The 600 ohm output is coupled
through a low frequency transformer (50 Hz to 20 kHz)
and the 150 ohm and 75 ohm output through a high-
frequency transformer (5 kHz to 560 kHz).

The reason for providing two output frequency ranges
is because of different frequency range applications for
the associated output impedances. The use of two trans-
formers provides much flatter frequency response than
one wideband transformer.

The instrument weighs 6,1 kg and is housed in the
same splashproof case as the Psophometer. It can be
operated from mains power 115 or 230 volts ac, or from
dry batteries.
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SPECIF ICAT IONS
HP Model 3556A

Psophometer
VOICE FREOUENCY LEVEL MEASUREIIENTS (Flat Input <20 kHz func-

tions)
VOLTAGE RANGE: 0.1 mV to 30 V fu l l  scale,  12 ranges,  In a 1,  3,  10

sequence.
dBm RANGE: -78 dBm to +32 dBm ful l  scale,  12 ranges.
FREOUENCY RANGE:20 Hz to 20 kHz.
LEVEL ACCURACY

100 Hz to 5 kHz: +0.2 dB
20 H2lo 20 kHz: +0.5 dB.

NOTSE ITIEASUREMENTS (Filtered Input <20 kHz functlons)
VOLTAGE RANGE: 0.1 mV to 30 V fu l l  scale,  12 ranges,  in a 1,  3,  10

sequencs.
dBm RANGE: -78 dBm to +32 dBm ful l  scale,  12 ranges.
WEIGHTING FILTERS:
TELEPHONE and PROGRAM weight ing curves meet jo int  require-

ments ot CCITT Psophometric Recommendation P53.
3 kHz LOW-PASS FILTER
15 kHz LOW-PASS FILTER.

CARRIER FREOUENCY LEVEL MEASUREMENTS (F la t  inpu t  >1  kHz
functions)

VOLTAGE RANGE:  3  mV to  3  V  fu l l  sca ls ,  7  rangss ,  In  a  1 ,  3 ,  10

se0uence.
dBm RANGE:  -48  dBm to  +12 dBm fu l l  sca le ,  7  rangss .
FREOUENCY RANGE:  30  Hz to  3  MHz.
LEVEL ACCURACY

600 O symmotrical
1  kHz to  150 kHz: : t0 .5  dB
10 kHz to  100 kHz:  +0 .2  dB.

150 O symmetrical
1 kHz to 600 kHz: +0.5 dB
10 kHz to 300 kHz: +0.2 dB.

75 O asymmstrical
100 Hz to 600 kHz: +0.2 dB
30 Hz to 1 MHz: +0.5 dB
1 MHz to 3 MHz: +0.5 dB +10olo of mster reading.

GENERAL
METER READING:  L inear  dBm sca le  w i th  12  dBm range and log-

ar i thmic  vo l tage sca les  w i th  1 ,3 ,10  sequence,  ind lca te  rms va lue
of  inpu t  s igna l .  dBm sca ls  l s  va l id  on  600 Q and 150 O impedances ,
voltage scales ars valld on 600 o and 75 o impedances.

METER RESPONSE
200 ms: Response t lms to Indicate a readlng l rom -10 dBm to

0 dBm.
500 ms: Rosponso time to Indlcats a roadlng from -10 dBm to

0  dBm.
MAX INPUT VOLTAGE

a to b: 150 v oeak
a or b to ground: 500 v psak.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
HP Modsl 3556A Standard: 4 rscharg6able batterles (25 V total)

or power lin6 from 90 V ac to 250 V ac (without switch), 48 Hz to
440 Hz, <10 VA during battery charge.

HP 3556A Option 001
Internal battery: Single NEDA 202 45 V 'B' battory furnishod.

Any battory meoting NEDA 2o2-speciflcations such as EVE-
READY 482 or BURGESS M30 may be used.

Batt€ry life: 180 hrs @ 4 hrs per day,
External batlery: -24 V to -48 V office battery, <15 mA.

AC: 115 or 230 V (swiich), 48 Hz to 440 Hz, <10 VA.
Df MENSIONS: 197 mm wide,  299 mm hlgh,  207 mm dsep (7Vq ln x

117+ In x 8t la in) .
WEIGHT: Net 6,8 ks (15 lb) ,  shipplng 7,5 kg (17 lb) .
PRICE: HP 3556A (ac lino and rechargeable battery) 1800.00. HP

3556A Option OO1 (ac line internal dry baltery and ext€rnal suppli)
3775.00. (Operating instructions printed In the protective cover in
English supplied. Also available at no chargo In German, Opt. 002;
Italian, Opt. 003; French, Ottt. 004; Spanish, Opt. 005; Portuguese,
Opt.  006;  Dutch,  Opt.  007;  and Finnish,  Opt.008.)

MODEL 236A OPT HlO TELEPHONE TEST OSCILLATOR
The HP 2364 Opt. H10 Tslephons Test Oscillalor used in con,unction

with the 3556A Psophometer makes a complete transmisslon tsst
set lor accurate. convenisnt voics and carrlor measurements. Th6
236A Opt-  H10 suppl ies prsclss test  tones t rom -31 dBm to +10
dBm in 0.1 dBm stsps ovor a trequency range ot 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
The test oscillator incorporates the same rugged, portable design,
output Jsck tlexibility and dial-through and hold features as the
3556A. Output is fully symmelrical and floating with a choice of
150 s, or 600 Q selectable outpul impedanca. An output impedance
of 75 o asymmetrical is also supplied.

PRICE: HP 236A Opt. Hl0, $650.00.
(Opsrating instructions printed in the protsctive covsr In Engllsh

supplied. Also avallablo at no chargs In German, Opt. 002; ltal-
ian, Opt. 003; French, Opt. 004; and Spanish, Opt.005.)

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: LOVELAND olVlSlON
LOVELAND, COLORADO 80537

X
mountains, as well  as ski ing and motorcycl ing.

Jim Plumb
Jim earned his BSEE degree,
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h ik ing  and c l imb ing  in  the  loca l

Jacques Holtzinger
Jacques is a native of
Versai l les, France. He joined
the Hewlett-Packard tield
engineering off ice in Paris in
1964 as a support engineer. He
became a f ield engineer in
1966, then came to the
Loveland, Colorado Division in
1969. where he was a member
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prodUct manager on the
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i Living in Colorado especial ly
appeals to Jacques, with ski ing, f ishing and horseback
riding ranking high among his favorite act ivi t ies.
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